
The Problem of Sin
Wednesday Evening Study

August-September 2021

Dates Topic                                       Teacher

Aug 4, 11 What is Sin? Blake S

Aug 18, 25 Types of Sin Steve C

Sept 1, 8 Temptation to Sin Jerry M

Sep 15, 22 Consequences of Sin Zach C

Sep 29 Overcoming Sin Shane L

What is Sin?

● How does the bible define sin?
● What categories of sin does the bible describe? Omission, Commission, with knowledge,

of ignorance, sins against God, sins against man, sins against ourselves, sins against
our conscience- give examples of these

● How do we know what is sinful?
● How did Jesus further define sin beyond the Mosaic Law?
● How does motive factor into whether something is sinful or not?

Types of Sin
● God lists specific sins in many passages.  Delve into the meanings of the sins in lists like

these
○ Pr 6:16-19
○ Ga 5:19-21
○ 1 Cor 6:9-10
○ 2 Tim 3:1-9
○ Rev 22:15

● Are some sins worse than others?  If so, why?



● Are some sins relative to the situation? Ie. speeding to get to a hospital, jumping in a no
swimming zone to save a drowning person, etc.?

● Are some sins justified by our environment or conditions we live in?
● Can we sin vicariously?  If so, how does that happen?
● Are we being “judgmental” when we point out sin in the lives of others?

Temptation to Sin
● Examine the three categories of temptation-Lust of flesh, Lust of eyes, Pride of life.
● Give examples from the bible of each of these categories of temptation- both success

and failure in dealing with these
● Is being tempted a sin?
● Examine the path that James describes from temptation to sin to death.  Look at some

examples of this process-ie. David
● At what point was David sinning regarding Bathsheba?
● Are we destined to yield to temptation?
● Are we all tempted by the same things?

Consequences of Sin
● Does sin hurt only me?

Examine the ways in which sin affects us:
● In relationships with others
● In our relationship with God
● In our physical body
● In our spiritual walk

● Explore the idea of opportunity cost when it comes to the effects of sin
● If I repent, must I still suffer the consequences of my sin?
● Explore the idea of regret for sin vs. guilt for sin

Overcoming Sin
● Am I on my own to fight sin in my life?
● What tools do I have to combat sin?
● Is getting rid of sins the only thing I should be doing?


